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| The Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy wishes to comment |
on your proposed plant extension rule.

once again the public.is being had and'once again ;,

|- citizens nationwide, who seek to protect their fellow
.'countrymen, are spending time, money, and effort, to oppose a

rule proposed by a government, agency that was. established to e

l protect us, yet time 'and again ~ you have spent our dollars to
do the opposite.

Our opposition to nuclear-power is without any reserve.
No plant should be. allowed to operate that can wreak as much !

damage to our health, our economy, and-our psychological
we]J-being as a nuclear power accident can. *

How can ,sou say that you are protecting us when you are i
proposing an extension on plants that already endanger us j
t.hrough their daily operation. Aging nuclear plants with
their increased maintenance costs, their decreased safety of
which brittleness is one of t.he-most obvious problems, their

.

Increased radiation exposure to workers, must not be allowed
t.o operate. !

Aging plants will be able to have.their license extended
and will be allowed to. operate under your curient proposal
with Unresolved and Generic Safety 1ssues. 3t is sad enough
that this is currently = allowed, but-to extend a license i
wi.thout insisting that all safety " enhancements" have been

| carr.ied out, is another way the NRC has, lost its'
3'

credibility. '

We, at the Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy, are once ;
again disgusted with the NRC and their-total disregard for i
protecting U.S. citizens. We urge you to come to your senses
and withdraw your proposed rule. Stop wasting our $ and j

time. |
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Sincerely,
{

{,4

Dini Schut, spokesperson 1
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